it is not to be encoun-
ted, that the city is always
nibbed in smoke and
fog, which at the best
late in the year is heavy
and in winter very intense and
tends to make one feel even
uncomfortable to look from
one side of the street
to the other. The most
striking appearance pre-
sent to the stranger
the crowded London streets,
the footpaths on both sides
are at all times encum-
bered by innumerable
passengers, who
however don't obstruct
the street. The shops
themselves are always
shrewdly crowded with
prophylactics, casts,
with the cossettes,
casting the lead of the
sent? Different cock, who
moved forward in unmit-
tigated satisfaction. To my
inte intellectuals of the London inhabitants.
Commuters are plying
in the town in all possible
directions and efforts at
little expense the offering
of being correct from one end to the other.
Hackneycoaches and cab
brutelets now licensed
in London are more
than 2000. Following
influence of London, which I bought the other
day, I went straight
on to seeing such vast places, surrounded
by most magnificent
buildings - The mi-
dier de la place se
reóuvent deux jets
Pare mi dans le
petits blongs. On les
à la place. Write...